ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The continuous progress of the process of urbanization and the rapid development of the socio-economic urban in line with the continued rapid growth in electricity load center for the city to provide quality, reliab le electricity will face increasing difficult ies. Flexible DC transmission technology, applications can make use of its transmission capacity, the trend is quickly controlled the power shortage situation can be characterized by solution to the load centers. In the continuous application of the flexib le transmission of Liu in the new energy access and urban micro-network access, send electricity power quality beco me mo re and mo re focus. The main work of this art icle is the study of a flexib le DC power transmission system of power quality, power quality measured by the Shanghai Nanhui flexib le DC demonstration project to demonstrate the flexib le DC power quality characteristics and suggest improvements.
FLEXIBLE HVDC SYSTEM
Flexib le HVDC trans mission is a will shut off the power electronics device into dc transmission areas of new type HVDC technology. Its main characteristic is used with the ability to shut off the all-controlling semiconductor device IGBT constitute a voltage source converter , replace conventional dc transmission of the application of half control based on thyristor device of current source converter . In the power grid technology flexib le HVDC system has can quickly independent control, reactive power ability, can realize the convenience of the trend of the reverse, can effectively improve the co mmunicat ion system of transmission ability and the power-angle stability, which can realize quickly restored power supply and black start to passive and power supply etc. Characteristics. In the econo mic and environmental impact on flexib le HVDC system also has cover an area of an area small, construction period is short, low electro magnetic interference, etc. [1] 
FLEXIBLE HVDC SYSTEM HARMONIC SOURCE ANALYSIS
Similar to the trad itional thyristor-based HVDC transmission system, due to the non-linear converter, voltage source converter AC side voltage and current waveforms are not sine wave DC voltage and current waveform is not smooth constant DCthey contain a variety of harmon ic co mponents. In other words, the voltage source inverter in the AC side and DC side will produce harmonic voltage and harmonic current. The Vo ltage source converter is also the main harmonic source of the flexible HVDC t ransmission project . The amp litude of the voltage source inverter in the AC side voltage harmonics and harmonic frequency depends on its design and structure. Voltage source converter of flexible direct current trans mission project has many models and types are divided into two level voltage source converter and multi-level voltage source converter. Two level voltage source converter easy to control, but the accuracy of inverter parameters of a structural high demands. Using mu lti-level voltage source converter can reduce the relative accuracy of structural parameters of the converter, also put forward higher requirements of the modulation controller. Figure × is a modular mu lti-level structure based on IGBT module series. Figure × the structure of Shanghai Nanhui flexib le HVDC demonstration project Shanghai Nanhui flexible HVDC demonstration project has a variety of operation modes. Nanhui wind farms can not only access the 35kV A C system through the DC line but also can through an exchange line access 35kV A C system. In order to research the flexible HVDC system of electric energy quality characteristics, the selection of the dc lines of the inverter converter 35 kV bus and 35 kV ac outlet as a test of the power quality test site. probability of spectrum(%) According to the test results, it is known that in flexible HVDC system not operation mode the voltage harmonic 25 times harmonic content is the largest,the highest content harmonic reached 2.344%, and 35 kV total harmonic distortion rate reached 3.389% ; in flexible HVDC system operation mode the voltage harmonic 25 times harmonic content evidently decreased , total 35 kV harmonic d istortion rate THD are reduced, at 2.887%.
Harmonic

Harmonic vol tage
Harmonic current
Through measure the harmonic current of 35 kV sent line current fo r 24 hours in the flexib le HVDC system full power operation,and the result of the test has been analysised from 3 t imes harmonic to the highest 50 times harmonic. Figure * shows the harmonic current component 95% p robability value spectrum diagram.
Figure * 35 kV into line harmonic current 95% probability value spectrum(A ) According to the test results indicate that the flexib le HVDC system inverter 35 kV into line current harmon ic distribution main ly concentrates in low harmonic, among them, 2, 3, 5 times harmonic content is the highest. Three-phase unbal ance Through the long time observation of 35 kV bus voltage waveform, and analyzing the collection of the data to sorting out the test voltage we know that during the test the negative sequence unbalanced three-phase degree maximum is 1.0093%, and the minimum of 0.0377%, 95% probability value is 0.5168%. 
Comprehensive contrast
Relatively flexible HV DC system of power quality characteristics in the operation and decommissioning of two operation modes, we know that the HVDC flexible than the traditional AC transmission in terms of harmonic voltage and harmonic current and three-phase voltage unbalancemore obvious decrease in the same time increase the voltage for a long time flicker. Combined with the actual situation analysis should be out the rectifier frequency controller of HV DC
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CONCLUSION
Flexible HV DC transmission technology to send electricity power quality optimize the role, not only enhance the ability of the transmission of electricity to urban load centers also ease the pressure of the growing urban non-resistive load to the city grid power quality. Modulation control, and the ideal situation of a certain gap, but with t he constant application of the flexible HVDC transmission technology, the power quality of the urban grid will continue to improve.
